
protagonist, Olivia Cary whose obsession with white-
ness and with the importance of "passing" leads her to
ruin the lives of her two children, one of whom she
forces into a disastrous marriage; tile other commits
suicide. Jessie Redmon Fauset died on April 30, 1961,
in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
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F.EAR OF FLYING ERICAjONG (1973) Creat-
ing one of the most enduring literary colloquialisms in
the late 20th century, Erica JONG'SFear af Flying remains
as polarizing today at it did during its initial 1973 pub-
lication The novel marked jong's emergence from poet
to novelist and opened the doors for women writers
everywhere to showcase their own emotions, thoughts,
and exploits no matter how sexually explicit and intel-
lectually unorthodox. Jong opened the door for women
writers to explore and address desires housed in the
female mind and body Perhaps no other novel written
by a woman before or since has captured the main-
stream and literary public's attention as brusquely as
Fear af Flying. Jong's writing awards include the United
Nations Award for Excellence in Literature, Paetry mag-
azine's Bess Hokin Prize, and the Poetry Society of
America's Alice Fay Di Castagnola Award.

While Fear af Flying remains best known for its
phrase the "Zipless Fuck," upon closer examination,
jongs first foray into fiction addresses the issues of fem-
inism, self-liberation, the Holocaust, judaism, as well as
women and their relationship to art. The publishing
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phenomenon and controversy over the novels use of
sex is well known, unfortunately clouding its themes,
honesty, and humor, as well as jongs literary abilities.

A former Ph.D. candidate in 18th-century English
literature, Jong uses her literary education to its fullest
by opening her novel with a passage from Byron's "Don
Juan" and tags each chapter with epigrams from writers
such as Cole Porter, Colette, Sylvia PLATH,Madeline
Gray, Anne Sexton, and William Blake, diversely tal-
ented writers in whose company jong's many admirers
would say that she belongs. With this as well as her ref-
erences to the Talmud, Doris Lessing, Colette, and Mar-
tin Buber at various points throughout the novel, jong
shows her protagonist Isadora's intelligence and allows
the reader to expand his or her literary education.

In an interview with Elaine Showalter and Carol
Smith, Jong said flying evoked many issues for her,
among them themes she encounters and plumbs
within the novel (Jong, Showalter-Smith interview,
27). Surrounded by psychoanalysts, some of whom
have treated her, jong's protagonist Isadora Wing sets
forth on the now defunct Pan Am airline to Vienna
where her husband, the psychoanalyst Bennett Wing,
is attending a conference. The plane serves as a
metaphor for Isadora's fear, not only of flying but also
of living life as a woman, an artist, a lover, a jew, a sis-
ter, and a childless 29-year-old poet. She is torn
between settling into the perceived role of wife and her
own desire to live as a writer. Early in the novel Isadora
comments that she believes a woman's desire to live by
herself will never be fully recognized by those around
her, especially by American SOCiety(17)

The opening chapter "En Route to the Congress of
Dreams or the Zipless Fuck" serves as the catalyst for
Isadora's longing and eventual search for the "Zipless
Fuck," unknowing that her journey will lead her to
recognize and further understand her own life. Isadora
tells the reader that she has now reached the point in
her marriage of five years where "the sheets [she] got as
wedding presents have just about worn thin" (12). It is
also the point where she questions and pontificates on
the cultural role of women in early 1970s society, the
decade that saw the second wave of feminism emerge
and brought to light the work of women writers such
as Plath, Sexton, Kate Millett, and Germaine Greer. In
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addition to her gender role, she wonders about her
decision as a Jew to repon on the Vienna Congress for
a magazine, appropriately entitled Voywr; in a city
where "Freud fled his famous consulting room on the
Berggasse when the Nazis threatened his family" (8).
With her "platonic ideal" of the lipless Fuck, Isadora
imagines sex with a man who provides the life and
happiness she craves (17)

At the conference she believes she has met her lip-
less Fuck, the English Langian analyst Adrian Goodlove
who upon their first meeting grabs a piece of Isadora's
behind showing "the promise of sensual love" (Mickel-
son, 36) To her disappointment, Goodlove turns out
impotent However, Isadora takes off with him for a 28-
day journey around Europe. But the novel goes beyond
sex and metaphors. During her journey Isadora looks
back on her life, most particularly her first marriage, to
a schizophrenic, her relationships with her mother and
sisters, and her past sexual experiences

After Adrian leaves her to go back to his family that
awaits him in France, Isadora finds a hotel room in

Paris and conducts an inner dialogue about the wants
and perils of living alone She travels to London to
meet Bennett after leaving him in Vienna for Adrian
and runs herself a bath in Bennett's hotel room. Ben-
nett discovers her in the tub at the novel's conclusion.

Her journey to self-realization begins in chapter 3,
"Knock, Knock," where she dreams of Adrian and
Bennett on a seesaw with Bennett suggesting that
Isadora be analyzed in England. This scene serves as a
demonstration that two men are in charge of Isadora's
own mental health. It also shows that despite her
attraction to Adrian she still cares for Bennett and wor-
ries about destroying him with her adultery When
Adrian agitates the seesaw's motion, Isadora screams
up to him in concern for Bennett's weJl-being, " 'Don't.
you see you're hurting himl Stop it!' " (52) One critic
has noted that the 28 days Isadora and Adrian spend
together mirrors the same cycle for menstruation
(Reardon, 300), and in fact, toward FCCIr of Flying's end

Isadora does experience her period With the ending
scene of her in the bathtub, both menstruation and
water symbolize Isadora shedding her own fears and
being baptized into a new phase of womanhood. All
the naive thoughts about the lipless Fuck have dissi-

pared, leaving her with a more mature understanding
of herself as a woman and a writer.

Charlotte Templin, a scholar at the University of

Indianapolis who has written about long and her
work, points out that Fear was not an immediate phe-
nomenon. Amazingly, long's "publisher acquired the
novel for a relatively modest $25,000 and did not see
it as a potential best-seller" (Templin, 27) It was not
until the novel's paperback release that it made its
mark with the public and the annals of American liter-
ature. Respected author John UPDIKEwrote a now sto-
ried review in The New Yoiuer; and Henry MILLER,most
famous for Tropic oj Cancel; became one of long's most
energetic advocates. After its 1974 paperback publica-
tion by New American Library, "[Fear oj Flying] sold
three million copies in the first year" (Templin, 29).

In her memoir Fear oj Fifty, long mentions that orig-
inally the novel she was to produce for Holt, Rinehart,
and Winston, which published her first two poetry
collections Fruits and Vegetables and I-IaIJ-lives, was
entitled "The Man Who Murdered Poets" Her editor

Aaron Asher told her "to write a novel in the voice
(her) poems had discovered" (jong, Fear oj Fifty, 148)
To this day long thanks her editor [or this advice but
now questions why she didn't do so until a man sanc-
tioned it (435-436). With Fear oj Flying Jong not only
broke the mold for women writers to use language
typically thought unladylike but also created a female
protagonist bold enough to explore her sexuality
without the repercussion of death, as with Emma
Bovary in Madame Bovary and Edna Pontellier in The
Awakening Unlike Edna, who drowns herself at the
end of her own sexual "awakening," Isadora merely
slips into her bath, allowing the water to transform
instead of 1<111 her.
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Laura Durnell

FEMALE AMERICAN, THE UNCA ELIZA

WINKFIELD (1767) When The Female American was
first published, it was dismissed as a Robinson Crusoe
spin-off (a criticism still leveled today) Daniel Defoe's
popular tale of one man's 28-year sojourn on a desert
island (1719) had plenty of imitators throughout
Europe, so it wouldn't be surprising to find an Ameri-
can colonial writer hoping to add another twist to the
tale. But as Michelle Burnham explains in her intro-
duction to the novel, the author's name, nationality,
and gender remain a mystery though the novel's pro-
tagonist, Unca Eliza Winkfield, is generally named as
the author. This becomes particularly important in an
encyclopedia about the "American" novel Published
first in London and later in two American editions
(1800 and 1814), this story of a woman of Native
American and English heritage who traverses the
Atlantic Ocean multiple times until she lands perma-
nently on an island in between shows some of the dif-
ficulty in categorizing any text as "American" or
"English," especially in the mid-18th century Some-
one-woman or man-writing in America could have
chosen London as a place of publication since as of
1767 no novel had been published in the American
colonies. Just as easily; an English native could have
written about a fantastic American Journey

America had been the subject of much romantic
speculation since word of Columbuss exploration
reached Europe. In the 17th century exciting stories of
a strange new world abound in travel narratives, some
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of them based on actual places and events, but Just as
often they were heavily embellished for a fascinated
European audience Because of its vast landscape and
exotic people, America became a space to imagine a
different kind of world. In The Female American that
world became a religious utopia with a woman at its
head and center. As part of a new 18th-century genre,
the novel includes elements such as the travel narra-
tive, autobiography, religious catechism, drama,
adventure tale, and colonial promotion tract, to
explore the personal life of its female protagonist.

For example, The Female American borrows from
Captain John Smith's General! History the story of a
Indian princess rescuing an Englishman from death.
The narrators father, William Winkfield, has inherited
a flourishing Virginia plantation from his father,
Edward Maria Winkfield (based on an actual historical
figure, Edward Maria Wingfield, first president of the
Virginia colony), but appears likely to lose it all when
taken captive in an Indian raid (36). Because he is
handsome, he attracts the attention of the king's daugh-
ter, Unca, who takes him to live with her where he
learns her language and loves her despite her complex-
ion. They are married only after Unca agrees to convert
to Christianity, and it is a happy marriage, although
they are forced to leave the Indian village when Uncas
sister Alluca vows to kill her sister and have William
Winkfield for herself. The author rewrites Smiths story
to focus on a man's beauty, not his strength, and to
reverse the usual love triangle, making the man a pawn
between two powerful females. Similar strategies are
used throughout the text.

When Alluca becomes queen, she sends men to kill
her sister. Devastated, William Winkfield takes his
young daughter and returns to England. The narrator
describes her treatment there as royal: "My uncommon
complexion, singular dress, and the grand manner
which I appeared, always attended by two female and
two male slaves, could not fail of making me much
taken notice of I was ... treated in a degree little infe-
rior to that of a princess, as I was always called" (49).
Pocahontas, the heroine in John Smith's tale, is simi-
larly feted when she visits England years after saving
the life of Smith. But unlike the historic Indian
princess who died in England from a disease after only


